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This Vulgar Adult Coloring Book Features:

26 Delectable Coloring Pages Beautiful Designs To Relieve Stress & Have Fun Single-Sided Pages
At 8.5x11 Includes Digital PDF Of The Book Inside Includes A $15 Bonus Some of the words and
expressions youâ€™ll come accross:

Shitfaced Fucknuts Twat Waffle Eat Shit & Die,

Motherfucker! Save Your Breath Bitch! Fuck Day To Day Bullshit You Fucking Little Piece Of Shit
And so many more!
going to love it.

Order now and start this incredibly delightful & impolite journey. Youâ€™re
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Hahaha, these are great, not only are they funny, but coloring is very therapeutic, they say... Who
ever they are, say it's close to meditation. I love to color and I see why. You can really just zone out
and relax. These are not only funny but they are pretty too, there is a good variety and I like that
they are one sided. I can use my gel pens and it won't ruin the other drawings. There are many
pages and designed nicely, I'm happy with these and would recommend this, I was lucky enough to
get this at a discount in exchange for my honest opinion.

Not the best swear word book, I've seen but not the worst. Designs and paper quality are decent. I
was disappointed that "Screw you, I'm coloring" wasn't actually one of the pictures inside.
Single-sided, non-perforated.

These are fun. Overall I love the patterns but I don't love some of the statements, they get a little
vulgar for me, I wish it was a little more cuss words and less vulgar insults. The patterns are easy to
color but fun and pretty. I like that it doesn't take days to do one page.

This is my first swear word coloring book, but it won't be my last. Screw You, I'm Coloring is a new
approach to coloring. Coloring is fun, relaxing, and a good way to destress. Coloring swear words is
extra relaxing when you've had a bad day.I liked this book for several reasons. The designs are not
so intricate that they take more than a few hours to color. I like to complete my pages in one to two
sittings, and I can do that with this book. I also like the juxtaposition of the swear words with pretty
background pictures. It was amusing and gave the phrases more of a shock value when read.There
are a few pages that are too vulgar for me. However, I assume this is to be expected with this type
of book. Not everyone has the same taste, after all. I also would have liked to have seen the cover
depicted as a page to color within the book.Note: I received a digital copy of this coloring book in
exchange for an honest review. All opinions are my own.

I purchased this coloring book for a fellow employee, she was the first person I thought of when I
saw it. She absolutely loved it. Made her day and mine. Made me kind of wish I had gotten myself a
copy. The swear word combinations are fun.

I purchased the Alex Fleming Swearing Coloring Book because my Wife and I really enjoy coloring
after working all day. This is a Excellent way for us to receive a little stress relief at the end of the
day. I have purchased a couple of Alex's Coloring books now and find that they are Very Funny and
a lot of the time express the way I am feeling that day. I have shown several other friends his
coloring books and everyone Loves Them and wants to know where I purchased them so they can
purchase one for themselves. I think everyone will find these coloring books Very Funny, Interesting
and A Lot Of Fun to Color as well. We have several of the pages that we have colored on our
refrigerator door. Every once in awhile you just have to let it out and let people know just how you
are feeling and this is a Excellent way of putting a personal touch to your thoughts. Not only are they
fun to read and funny but, Alex has added the artwork to each page that really makes each page a

Beautiful Piece of Art once you have colored your Masterpiece. I Would Very Highly Recommend
Alex Fleming's, Screw You Coloring Book to everyone that has a Fantastic Sense of Humor. I am
sure that you will enjoy them as much as my family and I do. I received a discount on this product in
a Special Promotion in exchange for My Honest Review. My review, my Opinion, and my
experience with this product is 100% Genuine and Honest ! Just like all of you I also rely on the
Honest Reviews from other people to help me decide on the products I purchase as well ! I Never
allow the discount change the way I review any product ! I would like to Thank the Alex Fleming for
allowing me the chance to review his Swear Word Coloring Book and putting a smile on my face
every day.

I love Alex Fleming's coloring books and I have quite a few of them. If you like strong
language/curse words, then you will find this book hilarious. Also, if you ever get angry at someone
or a certain situation, sit down, pick a phrase that best describes your mood or what you're thinking,
and color away all your stress. It's like taking a nice long and hot shower.

A "you had one job" fail.The author is tasked with creating designs that can be colored - that's
basically it. Most of the designs have sections that are miss-dawn and don't close. There are
several pages that miss a necessary comma, making the insult into just vulgar words without
meaning. It's clear that the designs were rushed and are a disappointment.I likely wouldn't have left
a review if the last page hadn't specifically asked me to do so.
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